
 

May 24, 2021 

 

 

 

Dear Fellow PAs of NJ, 

 

History has been made yesterday with the passing of a resolution announcing the decision to 

change our profession’s title to Physician Associate. This decision has been years in the making 

and speaks to the evolution of our profession in the health care landscape of today. Years of 

debate and formal investigation culminated in several hours of deliberation with constituent 

organization HOD representatives yesterday, where the 198:68 majority voted to officially 

change the title.  

 

This decision is perhaps one of the largest changes to the PA profession in recent decades. It 

goes without saying that change is difficult. However, as PAs we have always been adaptable 

and dynamic, welcoming challenge and fighting for our profession at every opportunity. We 

need to represent our profession and our place within the health care landscape as competent, 

strong, compassionate health care providers whose training seats us uniquely within the health 

care team. More so than ever, we need to remain united together and charge forward into this 

new future as one.  

 

In January and February of 2021 following an open informational session, NJSSPA surveyed its 

members for their preference on the title change debate. The chosen title of Physician Associate 

had majority support from our NJ members, with equally strong opposition to the title of Medical 

Care Practitioner. The title of Physician Associate represents a better alignment of the care we 

provide as PAs and still maintains the acronymic title we have spent years branding and forging 

our reputations upon. While we recognize that not all of you will be pleased with yesterday’s 

resolution, we hope we can utilize this time to strengthen our initiative as a collective towards 

growth of this great profession.  

 

In the coming weeks, the AAPA will release information around a plan to carry out this 

resolution. This will take time, as there are many considerations in accomplishing this in a 

thorough and efficient manner. As your state organization, NJSSPA will begin deliberations of 



our own to identify such considerations which hold relevance in our state. There are many 

changes that need to be made until the title of Physician Associate is recognized as a profession 

able to legally practice medicine. Until such a time that the NJ legislation if fully updated, we as 

PAs are not permitted to begin referring to ourselves as Physician Associates in the clinical 

setting.  

 

The next few years will hold many challenges and many successes. The NJSSPA Board of 

Directors can only succeed in this with your support. We implore you to share your thoughts and 

ideas by getting involved and joining us to accomplish this feat. As a volunteer organization, we 

survive only with the participation of the PAs throughout this great state. The title change is only 

one of the great initiatives in motion here in New Jersey. Medicaid provider status advancement, 

practice regulations and ownership, and pursuance of Optimal Team Practice are just a few of the 

objectives. We need your voice, and we need your support. Connect with us today! 

 

If you are not already a member, consider joining today: 

https://njsspa.mypanetwork.com/page/556-become-a-member 

 

Please reach out to the NJSSPA Board of Directors via this link:  

https://njsspa.mypanetwork.com/contact  

 

As always, it is an honor to be your voice and represent your dedication to the high-quality 

clinical care provided to your patients.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Bethann Mercanti, MMSc, PA-C 

NJSSPA President  
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